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Useful Mathematical Relations 

Gradient Theorem 

Divergence Theorem 

Curl Theorem 

./ (\7 x A) "rlri = l /1 "df 

Line and Volume Elements 

Cartesian: dl = dx;r + dy:O + dzz, dT = d;niydz 

Cylindrical: df= ds-s + sd¢¢ + dzz, dT = sdsd¢dz 

Spherical: df = (iTi' + rdee + T sin ed¢¢, (iT = ".2 sin eri'rded¢ 

Gradient and Divergence in Spherical Coordinates 

A"1" - af, 1 af e 1 fJ f ;;,v --T+--.- +---'f'a". T de '("sine a¢ 

~ 1 a, 1 a " 1 D'l'!/>
\7 "v = __ (.,.21) ) + ---(sm evo) + --_. 

.,.2 fJT r T sin eae .,. sin e iJ¢ 

Dirac Delta Function 
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Question 1: Electrostatics ...................................................:!!? 

(a) List the three properties of the electrostatic field that make it possible 
to write the field as a gradient of a potential. 

(4) 

(b) To summarise the main relations in electrostatics, it is necessary to 
consider the following quantities: The charge density p, the electrostatic 
field F.; and the electrostatic potential V. 

i. Write down the two relations that connect p and V. (2) 

ii. Write down the two relations that connect p and it. (2) 

iii. Write down the two relations that connect V and E. (2) 

(c) The electric potential of some configuration is given by the expression 

V(T) 

where A and'>" are constants. 

= A exp( -'>"1') , 
T 

1. Find the electric field if. (5) 

ll. Find the charge density peT). (5) 

Ill. Find the total charge Q. (5) 



Question 2: Electrostatic Fields in Matter .................................. 5".', 

(a) Write short notes on polarization in dielectrics by describing the two 
effects of external electrostatic fields on such materials. 

(8) 

(b) For an ideal conductor, E= 0 inside. 

i. Describe how a conductor mainatains zero field inside when it is 
placed in an external electrostatic field. 

(3) 

ii. Use Eins = 

ductor. 
0 to show that the charge density p 0 inside the con (3) 

iii. Use Eins = 0 to show that a conductor is an equipotential. (3) 

iv. Just outside a conductor, the electrostatic field is pependicular. 
Explain why that is the case. 

(3) 

(c) Prove that if an empty cavity is surrounded by a conductor, 13 () inside 
the regardless of the presence of fields external to the conductor. 

(5) 



Question 3: Nlagnetostatics ................................................ r!:" 


(a) 	Magnetostatics mainly differs from Eletrostatics in that it is concerned 
with source charges in motion while electrostatatics is concerned with 
stationary source charges. 

i. 	Describe the electrostatic Gaussian surface associated with Gauss's (1) 
Law. 

ii. 	Describe the magnetostatic Amperian loop associated to Ampere's (1) 
Law. 

iii. 	Contrast the Amperian loop with the Gaussian surface. (2) 

iv. 	Qualitatively describe Gauss's law in terms of electric field lines. (3) 

v. 	Qualitatively describe Ampere's law in terms of the current density. (3) 

(b) 	Show that the trajectory of a charged particle particle in a uniform (10) 
magnetic field is circular. Assume the velocity of the particle is perpen
dicular to the field. 

(c) 	Suppose that a magnetic field in some region is given by B= kzi, where (5) 
k is a constant. What is the force on a square loop lying in the yz-plane 
and centered at the origin. Let the loop be of side fL, and carry a current 
! flowing counterclockwise. 
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Question 4: Magnetostatcs II ...............................................~.? 

(a) Magnetic fields, like electrostatic fields, suffer a discontinuity at a bound
ary. 

i. Draw a pillbox straddling a surface whose Current density is K. (1) 

11. Show that the integral equivalent of \7 ' B= D is 

l B ' riii = D, 

(5) 

iii. Use .f' B ' ria = 0 to show that the perpendicular component of the 
field is continuous at the surface. 

(3) 

IV. Using an amperian loop on the pillbox running perpendicular to 
the current show that the tangential component of the field is dis
continuous, i.e show that B~b~~e  Bt~I~~J; = ILoK, where B/(mf. is the 
tangential component of the field. 

(6) 

v. Hence, deduce that the magnetic field above the surface is related 
to the magnetic field below the surface by 

(2) 

Babove - [he/ow = ILoCi? x il.), 

where fr is the unit vector normal to the surface. 

vi. Compare the discontinuity of the magnetic field at a surface to the 
discontinuity of electric field at a surface. 

(2) 

(b) Prove that for a closed loop in a uniform magnetic field, 
steady current flows, the net force is zero. 

in which a (6) 
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Question 5: Electrodynamics ............................................... rt. 


(a) 	Ohm's law is a rule that is applicable to a lot of materials. Describe (6) 
how the law holds given that the free charges experience a net force 
F= qE. Begin by describing the effect of the net force and mention the 
important equations. 

(b) 	The current in a simple circuit is the same everywhere yet there is a (6) 
single emf source. Moreover, the drift velocity of the free charges is 
small yet as soon as a switch is closed all parts of circuits are almost 
instantaneously affected. Discuss the 'communication' mechanism in 
such a circuit. 

(c) A 	capacitor C, which has been charged up to potential VI}, is connected 
to a resistor at time t; O. 

1. Determine the charge on the capacitor as a function of time, Q(t). (4) 

ii. 	Determine the current through the resistor as a function of time, (3) 
I(t). 

iii. 	Calculate the original energy stored in the capacitor. (:3) 

iv. 	Integrate P = V I and confirm that the heat delivered to the resistor (3) 
is equal to the energy lost by the capacitor. 
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